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Mysterious booms and strange lights in have been

reported all over the country and have recently

sparked fears that the United States government is

building tunnels underground in preparation for a

potential nuclear third world war. Residents are

convinced that they are hearing sounds and seeing the odd

lights, and they are not isolated events.

One man in the Cincinnati area caught the lights on his

camera and was even able to capture his son’s reaction.
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Kimberly Kempke, a concerned resident from Anderson

Township in Cincinnati, Ohio, is convinced the sounds she

heard earlier this week were more than fireworks. 

“The sounds were like true

booms. They sounded like a

powerful explosion,” said Kempke.

“It’s unlike anything I’ve ever

seen or felt before and I’ve been

very up close with fireworks many

times.”



According to The Daily Star, YouTube

channel secureteam10, run by Tyler Glockner, claims

that the unexplainable sounds are coming from

underground.

He also revealed that just days ago a seismograph

recorded something moving from the east to the west

coast of the US in just 19 seconds.  And since he has

uploaded it, viewers have been quick to speculate

that something is secretly going on below the surface.

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/703577/Mystery-booms-light-Ohio-Cincinnati-secret-tunnelling-fears-video


Only last month, mystery “trumpet” sounds in New York left

residents convinced a secret tunneling program had

commenced.  And before that, we saw similar scenes

in Ohio.  The odd booms have been heard in Pennsylvania

too, and even triggered an FBI investigation.  Read more

here.

The booms seem to be returning en masse.  Most

sound metallic in nature; almost as if a giant machine is

doing something or a large piece of sheet metal is being

hammered. Listen to them all yourself and see what you

think.  Is the government building secret shelters

underground to protect the elites in preparation for World

War 3? Could it be something else?

In the video below, the narrator speculates that it could be

a massive earthquake of apocalyptic proportions coming:

All we really know is that no government agency is

clarifying what could possibly be causing these lights and

booms to pop up and be heard across the country. All we
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have is speculation at this point. But you can prepare

yourself.  Besides, if the government is really building

underground bunkers and tunnels to protect themselves

from an apocalyptic situation, shouldn’t you be prepared

too?

All of these tunnel hype projects are just another

scam, by Elon Musk, to rape the U.S. Taxpayer.
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Elon Musk Boring Company Test Tunnel Co…
Elon Musk's 'The Boring Company' is planning a test tunnel that
would be incompatible with Metro's planned Westside rail. Instead of
working with Metro, the city of L.A., led by Councilmember Paul
Koretz, is pushing to fast-track the Boring project by exempting the
test tunnel from public review.
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Weekly Roundup: Elon Musk's Boring Co…
May 05, 2017 · This week we got to see
what Elon Musk's Boring Company is all about, Google Docs
users were targeted in a phishing attack and Apple, Facebook and
Tesla reported earnings.
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Elon Musk shares first look at Boring Com…
The Boring Company has constructed about 152 meters of
tunnel under the city of Los Angeles. Elon Musk posted a photo of
the progress on Instagram.
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